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Dubai Precast @ UAE

Route 2020 Metro Extension
Dubai Precast LLC (DPC) was awarded the first contract to supply tunnel segments for Route 2020 Metro Extension in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. The Extension is an important part of the infrastructure upgrade to support the EXPO 2020 exhibition and the New Al Maktoum Airport in Dubai, the 15km long extension to the Red line named “Route 2020 Metro Extension”.

Construction work on the extension started in the final quarter of 2016. Approximately 1400 rings, the equivalent of about 25,000 m$^3$ of fiber reinforced concrete elements will be produced by DPC. Production is expected to start in May 2017 with the deliveries to be completed in June 2018.

Eastern Pretech @ Malaysia

Sungai Buloh-Serdang-Putrajaya (SSP) Line
Eastern Pretech Malaysia (EPM) clinched a major order from MMC Gamuda, the main contractor for underground works in the construction of the Sungai Buloh – Serdang – Putrajaya (SSP) Line in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The SSP MRT line is part of the Klang Valley MRT network, and is expected to have a ridership of 533,000 passengers per day once completed. The order consisting of 5,000 tunnel segment rings at a total volume of 36,800m$^3$ is expected to be produced in the second quarter of 2017. The production of the tunnel segments would be done in Beranang plant.

Hospital Seberang Jaya
EPM was chosen by the main contractor SBAR Bina to design, supply and deliver precast concrete components for Hospital Seberang Jaya in Penang, Malaysia. The project with a total estimated volume of 4,800m$^3$ is expected to commence in the 2Q2017. The precast elements would be cast in Sungai Petani and Beranang plants.

Eastern Pretech @ Singapore

Katong Park Station
Eastern Pretech Singapore and EPM secured a significant order from contractor Shanghai Tunnel Engineering Co. (Singapore) for the underground works of Katong Park Station for the Thomson – East Coast Line. The companies would be producing a total volume of 21,000m$^3$ of tunnel segments which would be cast in the Seelong plant. Production would commence in the second quarter of 2017.
Parmarine @ Finland

Parmarine is delivering 1,000 unit bathrooms (UB) to one of the Finland’s largest construction company. The UBs are delivered to 20 different projects around Finland. This project is special as the bathrooms are standardized and have no project related modifications. This is the first successful attempt by a major construction company to standardize the UBs line and thus industrializing UBs production.

--End--

About Eastern Pretech Group

Eastern Pretech (EP) Group is Singapore’s leading industry player in delivering innovative solutions for precast concrete and prefabricated bathroom units (PBU).

Incorporated since 1982, EP is the market leader with the benefit of its long operating history and successful track record of delivering quality products and superior services. The Group has 8 strategic manufacturing facilities in Singapore, Malaysia, United Arab Emirates and Finland.

Its well-established reputation in being able to provide premium quality products and value-added design services has enabled it to be recognised as the “Precaster of Choice”, especially for fast track, large-scale precast projects with a high level of technical design know-how. Over the years, the Group has cemented strong relationships with property developers, architects, engineers, designers and contractors.

EP Group’s proven industry track record is backed by sound corporate business philosophy of Singapore’s SGX-listed NSL Ltd. NSL and its group of companies is a leading industrial group in Asia Pacific. Listed on the SGX since 1964, NSL has operations and joint-ventures in 9 countries.
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